TO NOT SPILL THE IMAGINATION ONE SHOULD TRY & THINK OUTSIDE THE BOX.

WHAT COMES TO MIND IS A VOID PROTECTION GADGET (DEVICE) CALLED AN ANTI-SQUATTER BAR

USED BY A SECURITY FIRM KNOWN AS SIXX/DEER

THIS CONSISTED OF A THICK METAL BAR GOING THROUGH A LETTERBOX OR A SMALL BROKEN WINDOW

ITHEEN THE DOOR WITH ADJUSTABLE CLAMPS THAT ARE LOCKED INTO POSITION TO THE SIDES

OF THE DOOR FRAME, THE DOOR IS NOT ABLE TO BE LOCKED OR REMOVED & REPLACED

ON WAIT THERE NEVER SAY CAN'T BE DONE YOU LEAVE YOURSELF OPEN TO BE PROVEN WRONG.

A PICKAXE WAS USED TO SMASH THE DOOR TO PIECES THEN THE ANTI-SQUATTER BAR

WAS MOVED FROM A HORIZONTAL POSITION TO A VERTICAL ONE WITH HELP FROM A SLIDINGHAMMER

A PRE-MEASURED TO FIT DOOR HAD BEEN APPROPRIATED FROM A CLOSED DOWN SCOUT-HUT,

THEN HUNG & A LOCK FITTED, PAINTED TO MATCH THE COLOUR OF THE PRINCIPAL DOOR

\ JOE DONE

A RACK OF GLASS BREAKING CAN BE SYNCHRONIZED WITH SOME BOTTLES BEING SMASHED

A BROKEN WINDOW IS A START, AN ACCESS, A WAY TO GET OFF THE STREET.
ANARCHIST ACADEMIC'S I FIND SO FUCKING BORING JUST LIKE THE REST OF ACADEMIA THEY ALL PRATTLE ON IN THEIR OWN CONTAINMENT.

IT'S NOT IN THE GUTTER OR THE STREETS, IT'S NOT IN THE FIELDS OR BATTLEGROUNDS, IT SETS IT'S SELF APART BUT IRONICALLY MAKES A CLAIM TO BE PART OF A MYSTICAL INTELLECTUAL 'CONCERN'.

MOVEMENT. THOUGH WON'T DIRTY IT'S HANDS WITH COMMON NON-INTELLECTUAL 'CONCERNS'

MAKES YOU WONDER WHETHER THEY HAVE PUT THEMSELVES UP ON THE SHELF WITH THE ELITE. HOW CAN THEY POSSIBLY CELEBRATE AT ANY OF THE LOCATIONS OF DESTRUCTION WHEN THEY HAVN'T HAD A HAND IN THE CONSPIRACY, DO THEY SIT THERE FACED WITH THE MASSES OF SPIRITUALLY DEFEATED

SHOULDN'T WE LOOK AT HOW WE PRIORITIZE OUR POLITIC'S, DO WE SPEND TOO MUCH TIME SOCIALIZING & THEORIZING CHOOSING THEM OVER THE OPTIONS WHICH CARRY RISK.

BECAUSE THERE'S THOSE THAT SAY VIOLENCE & CRIMINAL DAMAGE IS SO OFTEN MISINTERPRETED PROBABLY DUE TO THE DIFFICULTY OF AESTHETICALLY FRAMING IT & WHERE TO HANG IT.

ANOTHER HUMAN CONSIDERATION TO TAKE IN IS THE WARMER, COSIER CHOICES MEAN YOU ARE FAR MORE LESS LIKELY TO BE LEFT OUT ON A LIMB IN THE COLD, PUTTING IN THE FOOTWORK OUT THERE IN THE FIELD SOMETIMES WHEN IT'S DARK.

BUT PEOPLE SHOULD REMEMBER THE PHRASE QUALITY NOT QUANTITY WHEN MASSING UP FOR LARGE MORALISATIONS THE PROCESS OF STRUGGLE DOES NOT ALWAYS FOLLOW THE LINES THAT ARE CHEERFUL & EASY.

THIS DOESN'T MEAN YOU SHOULDN'T LACE UP YOUR BOOTS & STRIDE FORWARD DEFYING THE OPPOSITION'S MESSAGE THAT IT WILL BE ALL FUTILE, YOU WILL BE DEFEATED.
WHEN WE WERE IN THE PLAYGROUND WE USED OUR FINGERS TO DRAW SNAKES UPON EACH OTHERS BACKS,

NOW WE ARE OLDER WE DRAW LINES IN THE SAND,

THE STAKES ARE HIGHER NOW, NO LONGER SNAKES!

WE'D LIVED IN THE SAME AREA BUT HAVE ALL GONE OUR SEPARATE WAYS

ONLY THE ONE'S WITH NO VISION ARE THE ONE'S THAT REMAIN.

REUNION TO A MIS-SPENT YOUTH TO A TIME WHEN WE DIDN'T CARE, NOW ALL BOXED-UP IN SUPERFICIAL LIVES.

BUT WERE WE ALL THAT REALLY WILD ALL BACK THEN? FRIENDS REUNITED REALLY?
THIS ONE'S FOR THE PEOPLE WHO ALWAYS CHOOSE TO PLAY IT SAFE: "MIKE JUMPED OFF A BUILDING TODAY SO HE COULD TAKE HIS LIFE, HIS BYE-BYE NOTE READ: I NEVER REALLY FOUND ANY INTERESTING PEOPLE, THEY NEVER TRIED TO KILL THE COP INSIDE THEIR HEAD, THEY JUST DIED A LITTLE BIT EVERY DAY."

IT SEEMED SO VIOLENT, SUICIDE BUT HERE NOW, CLOSE UP IT SEEMED DIFFERENT. MORE A CASE OF DOING VIOLENCE TO THE BODY THAT KEPT YOU SHACKLED TO AN UNLIVABLE LIFE, CUTTING IT LOOSE & BEING FREE. WHEN THE CHOICE IS THERE TRY & MAKE IT LIVABLE OR DO THE HONOURABLE THING, COMMITTING SOCIAL-SUICIDE SEEMS VERY FAVORABLE UNDER THE CIRCUMSTANCES I FIND MYSELF.

CUTTING AWAY THE CHAFF, SEPARATING IT FROM THE WHEAT OF MY LIFE SEEMS TO BE A LIGHER LOAD TO HAUL AROUND.

DANCE IN THE SHADOW OF DEATH, IT'S THE ODOR OF CORPSE ON YOUR BREATHE.

ZOMBIE MINIONS QUEUING FOR THEIR GRAVES.

SOME PEOPLE FOR EXAMPLE SIMPLY PLACE THEMSELVES ON THE TRACKS & WATCH AS THEIR LIFE SLIPS AWAY BEFORE THEM UNABLE TO STOP LIFE AS IT JUST FALLS THROUGH THEIR FINGERS LIKE DUST & IS CARRIED AWAY BY THE WIND.
WHEN WE TALKED OF USING EMPTY BUILDINGS TO HOUSE THE HOMELESS THEY SAID YOU COULD GET CHARITY STATUS

NOW THAT WE TELL THE POOR THAT THE OBSTACLE IN THEIR WAY IS THE RICH SECTION OF SOCIETY WE GET DOMESTIC-EXTREMIST STATUS.

THEY'VE FINALLY MADE UP THEIR MINDS,

THEY WANNA CARRY ON BULL-SHITTING TO US.
An utterly irresistible offer.

Which came first: the belief in marriage or the allure to advertising?
If for one minute you can visualise the Anarchist-Syndicalist dream, the icing & the cherry on the cake.

The spanner jamming in the cogs of industry, the gears crunching to a grinding halt.

This would be disengaging from the mainstream's machine, making it possible to stop, think & engage in warfare, class-warfare.

But to get there maybe you have to personally work towards disengaging from the trappings of traditional society so you are a little freer to contemplate engaging in another line of thought & questioning rather than being torn between two camps.

It's really up to you at the end of the day how you choose to play it; how much do you want the things they have to offer? It's possibly down to you what your prepared to just take back. The balance sits in your hands, it's for you to try & tip it to your advantage: but the clock never stops ticking. If your will is strong you'll bend the hurdles to forge your bows as weapons for your armoury & not see them as obstacles to block you in your path.

Maybe you able to see the solutions outside of their tradition, big movements end up carrying complexed damaged people it's part of their nature, small bands disperse quicker, escaping ready to regroup to fight another day.
EVERYTIME I LOOK AT YOUR PAIRS IT REMINDS ME THAT THE ESTABLISHED ORDER
HAS A SHIELD-LIFE, THAT THE PROOF-FOOD SYSTEM CAN BE RAM-RAIDED, OUR DAYS ARE COMING.....

OUR ANGER IN OUR ACTIONS GIVES US A VOICE THAT WE NEVER FELT HAD BEEN HEARD BEFORE, THIS VOICE HAS NO PARTICULAR DIALECT &
THAT IS WHY IT IS EVEN MORE POWERFUL, BECAUSE REJIONS & POSTOIOIES DON'T DESERVE US, ANGER IS WORLDWIDE.

ON A OPTIMISTIC PERSPECTIVE THERE COULD QUITE EASILY BE AN ACCIDENT, YES A GRAND
COLLAPSE,

PROBABLY ONE OF THE MOST IMPROWING THINGS IS WHEN YOU RECOGNIZE THAT YOU HAVE A
BROKEN SPIRIT & YOU MOVE IN THE DIRECTION TOWARDS TRYING TO REPAIR IT.

I SNIGGER ALOT AS I READ WHAT'S BEEN SPRAY-PAINTED ON A WALL & "DON'T LET A SINDY DAY
Ruin Your Shitty Life", MOKING A DEPRESSTING ATTITUDE MAYBE ?

PEOPLE DO SEE & WATCH A PLEASUREG OPPORTUNITY DRUG DOWN THE DRAIN RIGHT IN FRONT OF THEIR EYES -

THEY FALL TO SEE THE GAPS WHERE IT'S WORTH TAKING

A CHANCE, TO GAMBLE WITH YOUR LIBERTY THAT YOU MIGHT POSSIBLY BE ABLE TO BECOME

THROUGH & GRASP SOME PERSONAL FREEDOM - YOU HAVE TO BE PREPARED TO ABUSE YOUR FUTURE

& STEM IT TOWARDS ENRICHING YOUR-LOC, I AM MYSELF WILL MOST JUST BRAG THEIR FEELS

WHEN A COLLECTIVE SPIRIT WHIRLS BE TRYING TO DO A LAND-GRAB TO GAIN SPACE ?
little songstress she was tricked by the light,
lost her voice talking, didn't sleep,
the sun never really went down,

Motorine report

Visibility good, no tail-backs, no pile-ups,

No power-cuts wattage/sups normal,

Communication for feeding burnt-out,
Small bird dies natural balance knocked out,
Knock-on effect realized too late.
DIDN'T WANT TO GIVE UP THAT WOULD MEAN A TORTURED MIND, COULDN'T LIVE AS A
PASSIVE AGGRESSIVE, JUST TOO MANY HURDLES JUMPED TO JUST BE A PASSENGER.
I HAD TO FORMULATE A NEW WAY OF LIVING FOR MYSELF TO GIVE THE ANGER A HOME.
A KIND OF SAFE-HOUSE WHERE AGGRESSION COULD FEEL WELCOME.
THIS UNDERGROUND HAD TO COME FROM THE HEART WHILST STEERED BY THE MIND.
THE Labyrinth along with the uploaded left little cultivation & expanded
the possibilities of what was actually do-able.
WHAT DREAMS COULD BE PULLED DOWN TO EARTH & LIVED OUT SO ONE COULD STOP LIVING
TO ONE'S SELF,
THE PROJECTION WAS TO END UP BECOMING AN ICE-BREAKER TO OURSELVES WE HARVESTED THE
EXPERIENCES, WE WEREN'T GOING TO START RUNNING BEFORE WE COULD WALK.
THE OBSTACLES THAT WE CAME UP AGAINST WAS THAT OTHERS WOULDN'T 'HUG' WOULDN'T RIDE WITH
THE 'OLYMPIC TORCH' IT WAS TOO HOT TOO MUCH A LEAP OF FAITH, IT WOULD LEAVE A WIDE
Gulf BETWEEN THEM & THE IMAGINARY ADVANCING MOVEMENT, SO ELOW IT WAS NEAR STATIONARY
& THE ONLY WAGES THEY COULD ENVISION RECEIVING WOULD COME IN THE FORM OF A PRISON CELL.

-- THIS IS MY THOUGHT PROCESS HAS SHIFTED I START
FUTURE BECAUSE I WANT A BETTER TOMORROW
I'M DREAMING THE IMPOSSIBLE TODAY
THEN TRYING TO GROUND IT.

MEDIA HAS SOLD US THE LIFE OF LOW-RISK (BUT WHAT'S GAINED?) A SMALL MINORITY HAVN'T
BOUGHT IT, BUT THE MAJORITY DO WANT THAT LIFE IS EASY BUT THEY FAIL TO SEE WHY THEY ALWAYS
FAIL AT THE LAST HURDLE -- PROBABLY IT IS BECAUSE THEY ARE NOT THEIR OWN
ENTREPRENEUR PIONEER, WHEN I WAS A TEENAGER THE GUN'T TAUGHT ME HOW TO CUT DOWN TREES WITH HEALTH & SAFETY IN MIND.

I USED THIS SKILL TO TAKE DOWN ADVERTISING BOARDS IN MY 20'S.
RECENTLY I VISITED THE PART OF THE COUNTRY I GREW-UP IN, LIKE ALOT OF PLACES
IT'S BEING DEPLETED, I SAW THE NEW ROADS WHERE INDUSTRY MIGHT TAKE ROOF,
BUT THEN I SAW OPPORTUNITIES FROM A DIFFERENT ANGLE, UPHILL WHERE WEEDS FLOURISH
-- PASTOR GROWER THAN CULTIVATED PLANTS, SURVIVORS SHOWING UP FROM SURVIVING PLACES,
STOP-OVER GAPS IN CONCRETE LANDSCAPE, HOLES THAT THE NEW INFRASTRUCTURE
UNINVENTIONAL MADE, SHELTER FOR SOGUITS,
ALSO PLACING IN THE MINDS OF OTHERS MY INTEREST IN NATURE USING IT AS A SHELTER/SHIELD,
CONSCIOUSLY LAYING-UP MY CAMOUFLAGE SO IT APPEAR ENTRANCED IN THE LOVED-UP LOVE-LVES

PHAR-World (VICTIM/GOOD)
AUGMENTING WORK, MEMBERS & PADDED BIKES, LIVING ON THE ROAD (HICO-STYLES) W/ A
TELEPHONE IN A LOCKER LOCMETED IN THE HEART
OF THE CITY, TIME HAS BEEN 'FREEZED' W/ LITTLE OR NO BILL TO PAY LEAVES TIME & SPACE FOR AN IDLE/WAR

WHAT CAN BE SAID IS THAT ON PRESENT TRENDS ANTI-ELITE ACTION WILL BE A GONE
FEATURE OF THE NEXT 30 YRS, NOT SO MUCH A CLASH OF CIVILISATIONS
MORE AN AGE OF INSURGENCIES! -- PAUL ROGERS
THE ARMY OF HOMELESS ARE GOING TO START MARCHING, THEIR ALREADY CAMPED-UP

AROUND THE CITY, THEIR DEALING WITH THEIR FLIGHT, WHAT THEY'VE BEEN REDUCED
to, AUSTERITY IS THE APOCALYPTIC NIGHTMARE THAT HAS ARRIVED WHO FUCKIN
NEEDS ZOMBIES ?, BEING FORCED TO CREEP AROUND THE CITY LIKE RATS,
STEALTH HAS BECOME SECOND NATURE FOR SOME, FLICK THE RIGHT SWITCH & THE
CURRENT FLOWS, WAVES HIT THE FINANCIAL QUARTER OF THE CITY,
LAW & ORDER ARE IN A FRAGILE STATE, KICK-OFF IS JUST HOVERING WITHIN REACH
JUST WAITING FOR THE "WHISTLE TO BLAST."

A GATEWAY VIRUS, YOU IMPRESS BY EXAMPLE, PULL THE SMALL THINGS

TOGETHER THAT SLIPPED THROUGH THE FILTER,

YOU END UP WITH A UNDERGROUND

OF EXPERIENCE, THE KNOWLEDGE TO THINK BIG.

LIKE IRON -FILENAME
ON A MAGNET IT PULLS TOGETHER, A SNOWFALL EFFECT.

WHAT WAS ONCE AN ISOLATED PRANK IS NOW A THREAT TO STATE SECURITY
The words catch fire as they hit the paper

The burning spreads as the pen moves across the sheet

The outlet of the pent-up frustration & disappointment
causes words to be written, to be spoken

Friction is felt. Arrests are made to maintain an illusion that discipline exists
rumours trickle from the grapevine of some reprisal on the wind,

A few folk wise-up to the shattered dream.

RUN

HIDE
IF PEOPLE PULLED TOGETHER INSTEAD OF APART & FOCUSED THEIR ANGER, INSTEAD OF CRINGING AS IF IT'S AN EMOTION TO BE EMBARRASSED ABOUT, THINGS MIGHT STAY & BE SEEN FROM A DIFFERENT VIEWPOINT!

Soul Destroyer

Anger

Anarchist's Invented To Make Cops Look Keystone

Rebel Yell Stitched Up!

Sweet Bomb
I know this might sound cold & calculated but the working class of Britain seem to let it build up layer upon layer until it just won't give anymore & then snaps in a warped & twisted way usually lashing out at what surrounds it. It's own class & the ones it holds dear, manifesting in a clumsiest ugly fashion.

A skill is to step back from the situation & not self-destruct, looking for a coping strategy that is positive, instead of readily internalizing the shit that's thrown.

Sometimes the tolerance seems so crippling.

So you fancy yourself as a bit of an anarchist rogue but the individual ego, a splash of mental-health & some alcohol confused pride leaves you unable to connect with any conspiract to overthrow the ruling order, can you imagine how many people are stuck in this kind of predicament?

Got a cool set of street-wise clothes but no self-motivation to shift your ass when the occasion arises, nothing's quite perfect for you, you find fault in yourself as much as others so are unable to walk the walk, start with self then if you can envisage a common-thread go with it & see where it takes you.

Not everything's black & white even the cops wear grey & some friendly anarchists let you down, but as long as you know yourself & when you wake in the morning you can look at yourself & not hate what you see & what you do is because your doing it for yourself not wrapped up in any layer of bullshit & excuses like about saving the world, but just trying to make one where you can hold up your head with dignity & say this is for me.

When you leave a message either as an art-piece, words, music or destruction without ever seeking permission & it roughly translates from it's articulate form to something crass nearing 'fuck off' & then you hear down the grapevine that other's out there 'dig' your expression of anger it can give you a warm feeling inside knowing you may have lifted some folk's spirits so they are able to fight their own corner, even when your gesture of frustration is one of some bleakness.

Ever thought that things that shit you up are the same things that would make you happier in the long-run.

I want my cake & I want to eat it, I want to be part of a community but to hold onto my individuality at the same time, juggling responsibilities but with boundaries — half a pint of canned laughter please.
IF WE WERE NATIONALISTS FIGHTING FOR A HOMELAND
YOU'D BE ALL OVER US LIKE A RASH CHEERING US ON, BUT WE'RE NOT.

SURE WE'D LIKE A BETTER LIFE, EVEN THOUGH IT'S SAID THAT WE LIVE IN
A DEVELOPED 1ST WORLD WE STILL COMPLAIN, WE SEE THE DISCREPANCIES MOUNTING.

SOME EVEN SABOTAGE THE INFRASTRUCTURE OF OUR OWN HOMELANDS,
THEY ARE THE SO-CALLED UNGRATEFUL PRIVILEGED,
THEY SEE AS THE ONLY WAY TO GET A BETTER LIFE
IS TO DESTROY THE WHOLE SYSTEM, SMASH THE COMPETITIVENESS
FROM THE BASE UP, BURN ALL THE ROOTS,
THEN PLANT THEIR OWN FLOWERS IN THE COMPOST
AND STINKING QUAGMIRE OF THE STATE & SEE WHAT BLOOMS.

TAKING THE RISK ON UNFAMILIAR GROUND THAT THERE MIGHT BE A VOID,
ORGANIC & STRUCTURALLESS
BUT AT LEAST

THERE WON'T BE ANY FUCKIN PRISON BARS!
ASSOCIATES AREN'T THE WARRIORS OF A LATER DATE PROMISE EXCEEDING Expectation and Valor.

"SNOW & SNOWBONDS ARE NOT FRAMES FOR PAPER & PICTURE POSTCARDS."

A TALE OF SUBTLE DESTRUCTION, EVOCATIVE EXPERIENCES, REASSURING ARRANGEMENTS.

COORDINATION VICTIM (\(\text{\&}\)) A HISTORY OF EMPLOYMENT YOU MUST BE TAKING.

WE COULD ASSUME THIS RESISTANCE WEBBED AND TANGLED THROUGH PAGES OF HISTORY.

MISDIRECTED SATIRE AT THEIR WOLVES' EYES, YOURS ON OCCASION, AS PONTIERS.

FACED WITH THEIR MESS MESSAGES IN A LIE IN THE MIDST OF HAVEN, ALWAYS

JUST BECAUSE SOMEONE SAYS IT, THINK WHAT THEY'RE DOING OR WHAT POLITICAL

NO MORE CAN BE DONE.

POINTER. PATIENT THAN ALWAYS DRIFTING, MAKING SOME KIND OF MARK & THIS MOVING ON WHEN

A SOLITUDE FOR FORDANIONS TO PULL THE, TO BE ALIVE TO BREAK-OF-RION & A REMAINDER.

POLITICAL THINGS TIED TO A CONSCIENCE, MIND

SO THERE IS SOME RESONANCE TO THE MATTER

POLITICAL THINGS TIED TO A CONSCIENCE, MIND.

A REALITV YOUR ACTIONS WILL SEE THEIR RECOGNITION IN A MIRACULOUS CONTEXT.

IMMEDIATELY THEY SAY FROM A PRECIOUS PRESEPONETTE, IF YOU WERE TO STICK AROUND

INFORMATION! WITNESS & LIVE IN THE MOMENT. A PLACE FEELS ALOT

THE SILVER SCREEN YOU WILL SEE THE HORIZON TO THE PEACE OF THE MOUNTAIN WHERE THE TREE OF

ON THE WALL YOUR NAME IS THE PICTURE OF HISTORY-MAKER. YOUR MIGHTY SIGHT SCANNING ONER

POSITIVE EXPERIENCE THROUGH YOUR FACE LIKE DO YOU HAVE A CONCENTRATION PROCEDURE?

NO RISE TO DIPPER NEWTON WITH ALL SECOND-HAND WE-DOWN'S SPOON-MEED

AS AN INFLATION

OF MARCH WILL YOU BREATHE, NOT OR LIES IN THE GERRISH STREETS OR DIPPER THINGS

WITH YOUR TRANSMISSION CONSENSUALLY PLAID ON THE SHATTERED (BITED) WHAT KIND
WE ARE THE RAMPANT MATERIALISTS, PROUD WHEN WE LOOT, REALITY SHOWS THAT THE STATE IS VULNERABLE. BUT THE PEOPLE ARE PARALYSED, FAT PEOPLE DON'T RUN FOR BUSES MAYBE THEY SHOULD?

THINGS CAN BE DONE ON LOW BUDGET, LOW LEVEL EDUCATION, RESTRAIN FROM ALWAYS DOING THINGS IN HASTE.

BETTER MORE THOUGHT-OUT RATHER THAN SLOPPY DUE TO BEING TIME-POOR & ONLY TAKING HALF MEASURES, SPONTANEOUS WITH IMAGINATION HELP WITH OVER-RIDING RULES OF CONDITIONING, CONFLICT TESTS THE WARRIOR.

ASK YOURSELF: ARE WE EASILY APPREHENDED? SHOULD WE ALWAYS OBED SIGNALS, FAULT BY DESIGN ROAD-KILL LOLLY-POP LADY, THEY SAY THEY HAVE THE POWER TO REBUILD YOU BUT WILL IT BE WITH A HEART?

SO OUT OF ALL THE ANIMALS ONLY THE LAB-MONKEY'S HELP-HAHA DOESN'T THAT SPEAK VOLUMES.

HELP FOR HERO'S A BENDING CHARITY BECAUSE THE WARLORDS DON'T WANNA FOO THE BILL, THEY DON'T GIVE A SHIT ABOUT YOU SO WHY ARE YOU STILL SUCKING COCK?

BREAK OUT THE CASE, THAT AIN'T NO LIFE HAVING SO MUCH FAMILIARITY WITH FEAR.

OPEN UP SOME POSSIBILITIES SO YOU CAN LEARN TO FLY!

COLLEGE IS ONLY A PROMISE OF FREEDOM THAT HAS BEEN BROKEN MANY THOUSANDS OF TIMES BEFORE, TRUST IN AUTHORITY IS JUST ASKING FOR ANOTHER STAB IN THE BACK.

I STAND OUT THE WINDOW & SEE THEM IN FLIGHT & WONDER WHY WE SHOULD WAIT FOR THINGS TO TAKE THEIR COURSES (FEELING IMPATIENT) UNTIL THE SEEDS OF THE BUBBLE HAVE PASSED THROUGH THE HENDS & FIXED THEMSELVES INTO THE WALLS OF A BASTILE.

TAKING TIME TO GROW THICKER & FLOWER, THE ROSES STEEPING WITH LIQUID WHICH POURS OUT THE MORTAR & WEAKENS THE STRUCTURE, FACES GROW SULLEN & HAIR BEGINS TO GRAY IN THIS WAITING GAME FOR ALL TO BE FREE. THERE HAS TO BE A BETTER, QUICKER WAY THAN THIS

NONCOMMittal APPROACH IT'S USEFUL TO REMEMBER THAT MANY METHODS ARE OPEN TO US IF WE CHOOSE TO ENGAGE IN THESE KIND OF EXPERIMENTS, THE TOOLS WE PLACE IN OUR HANDS SHOULD NOT BE RESTRICTED TO WHAT WE CAN ONLY AFFORD.
THE MOST ENDURING LEGACIES ARE BORN OF THE MOST

COLOURFUL LIVES

STEP INTO THE UNKNOWN
THE LIGHTS ON THE ADVENT MUST BE KEPT 'SITCHED ON. EXAMPLES SHOWING...

1. THAT THE DREAM OF SOMETHING BETTER IS NOT CRUSHED.
2. ALLOCATION OF TIME, BREAKING OUT OF WHAT IS COMFORTABLE, LIVING ON THE EDGE OF YOUR
   COMFORT-ZONE, BEING WITH YOUR OWN EYES WHAT IS POSSIBLE, BEING BRAVE ENOUGH
   TO PUSH STIGMA ASIDE, RIGHT DIRTY.

THE SMALLER GROUPS MAKES YOU AWARE AS THERE IS NO CROWD TO HIDE BEHIND OR IN.
IT BECOMES AcUTELY OBVIOUS TO YOU WHERE YOUR LIMITATIONS & WEAKNESSES LIE, ANY
SHORT-COMINGS ARE FAR QUICKER EXPOSED, YOU ARE HELPED UPON SO YOU HAVE TO BE
RESponsible & STAY HONEST & SOLID.

WHY BUILD SOME LARGE SINISTER SUBCULTURE AWAy WITH TRADITIONAL ANARCHISM,
HELLO HAPPY FREAKY 4.

SO WE EMBRACE TECHNOLOGY WITH WIDE OPEN ARMS BECAUSE WE SEE IT AS PAST, NEXT, LOW
ON CARB-BURN & CLEVER, BUT WHERE'S OUR FALLBACK TO IF THIS LONG AFFAIR TURNS SOUR?
DO WE LOOK AT SOMETHING ALONG THE WAY WITH THE SPEED OF TRAVEL? WE DON'T VISIT FRIENDS
ANYMORE, WE SKYPE (VIEWING BY WEBCAM).

WE DON'T BUT 7 INCHES ANYMORE WE DOW LOAD N'M. WE'VE LOST
OUR ABILITY OR WE'RE BORN INTO AN AGE WHERE MAPS HAVE BECOME OBSOLETE, LIBRARIES
WHERE PHILISTINE'S LIVES, PHONEBOOKS & PHONEBOOKS ARE NOW MUSEUM PIECES & RARITIES
HAVE BECOME WATERPROOF & ALSO OUT OF FASHION.

IF WE SAVOUR PRECIOUS RARE METALS DUG UP OR THERE'S A TRADE EMBOARGO & IT ALL BLOWS
UP IN OUR FACES --- THE ECONOMY, WHO'LL BE AROUND TO DECODE THE HARDWARE INTO THE
PRINTED WORD? WELL, OUR MEMORIES GO LIKE GOLDEN & WILL WE NEED A FACIAL-RECOGNITION
INFANT TO BE ABLE TO SMILE WHILST LOOKING THROUGH A FAMILY PHOTO ALBUM?.

IF WE LOOK AT FOM FOR WHATEVER REASON --- LONELY, FRUSTRATED OR ALIENATED SOMEONE
SOMEBODY WILL KNOW OUR DIRT. LITTLE BROKEN, A PRIVATE MOMENT MAY BECOME A THING
OF THE PAST.

TRYING TO SPICE THE WIZZS IN SOME WAY SO WE CAN HAG INTO THE BUSH TELEGRAPH
SO TO OPEN UP THE CONVERSATION & MAKE EVERYDAY POLITIC'S COULD FEED BACK
INTO THE AGENDA & PEOPLE WOULD LEIT UR EYES UP FROM THE SCREEN.
WE GET CAUGHT IN THE DISTRACTION TRAP, WE ARE CURRENTLY THE SERVANTS
OF TECHNOLOGY.

ARE WE EVER GIVING OUR MESSAGE THAT WE RECOGNISE THAT & ACKNOWLEDGE THAT SOMEONE
ELSE IS PRESENT, THAT YOU ARE NOT HURRIED OFF TO USE YOUR PHONE/COMPUTER.
THAT YOU WANT TO THINK & WANT TO KNOW WHAT OTHERS THINK.
IT POSSIBLY COULD STRENGTHEN YOUR BOND WITH OTHERS.
YOU MAY EVEN REMEMBER THE CONVERSATION... IT'S A WAKE-UP CALL!
On the row.

I think I'll go
today.

Fool so wimp.

I don't.
BE WRITING'S ON THE WALL IT READ'S "RESISTANCE LOOKS LIKE YOU" OH SHIT

WHAT MEANS YOU MIGHT HAVE TO DO SOME FING SERIOUS, A BETTER LIFE AIN'T GONNA LEAP
OOF THIN AIR, CUT SOME CORNERS, FIND YOUR STRUGGLE.

THE COPS CAUGHT ME SPRAYING ON A WALL "FREEDOM YOU CAN'T BUY IT, BUT YOU CAN STEAL IT
BACK" THEY DIDN'T TAKE IT SERIOUSLY & SPEED OFF, MAYBE I GOT IT WRONG, MAYBE MOST
PEOPLE HAVE BEEN BOUGHT OFF SO TRYING TO HOLD ONTO MY ENTREPRISE I SUPPOSE MEANS I
WEREN'T ALL THAT WRONG -- JUST ONE OF A FEW.

I FEEL THAT SOME CHEAP PRICE-TAG DOESN'T HANG OFF MY WORKING CLASS BODY

THE MIND-SET I WE GOT IS ONE I FUGHT FOR WITH SWEAT & TEARS

IT WASN'T AN EASY FOOTPATH TO WALK.
I dance on other people's shattered dreams to the sound of ram-raiding cars reversing.

The sound of my unheard words fall on the graves of un-sung hero's.

Over time I've learnt to not give a shit so to be able to travel forward, the buildings crumbling due to the expanding roots of invasive plants gives me the inspiration to seed-bomb.

I've kissed my ass good-bye because continuously guarding it became such a bind,

I sit in the mall writing this little ditty & to my suprise I'm at the right place at the right time I pick up a twenty that's dropped from somebodies pocket.

You don't fuckin believe me, but it's true.

So why do I think it's important to engage in struggle with foreign anarchists who are on a similar note/tip to myself, to start with what difference should a border or a language fucking make, are we frightened old white men, just like UKIP?

Are we going to restrict ourselves to the idea's of our sealed off prison island?

Sure I have my quirky mind-set - but I don't consider it quintessentially English to isolate ourselves fundamentally, that seems crazy, we should try & share our experiences wherever we are from & not desperately hold onto any out-dated traditional uniforms/unions.

Attack seems most logical not waiting, building up new faces to form in the mind a comfortable transition,

The infrastructure can be minimal, mobility, shelter (tent) & food, living light on the wi not some large social-network to feed, building-up to some fictitious overthrow.

The time for attack is now, how many time does it have to be said? Not feeding some near perfect army!

Guerilla affinity shows that fractures can be made here & now & demolition later.

Keep the dream open & alive.